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DEPARTMENT INDUSTRY INTERACTION CELL -EEE
OBJECTIVE
First-hand experience is not the only way how a person can accumulate
knowledge about the know-how of the world, the same can be gathered by
interacting with people with who possess it already, the knowledge that they
have gathered over the years due the time they spent in the industry. This is
what precisely Department Industry Interaction Cell (DIIC-EEE) tries to do,
when DIIC-EEE arrange for the speakers, enriched with the experience of
corporate corridors, coming down to interact with students.
This acts as an opportunity for students as it imparts the knowledge in them
about what lies ahead of the degree they are pursuing, what role they may
resume in future, and precisely what may be expected out of them on the job
as an engineer. In a way such interactions give a glimpse of what lies ahead
on the road of electrical engineering, and becoming prospective engineer.
These interactions also provide an opportunity to the students to showcase
their acumen by indulging in an engaging Q&A session with the speaker and
hence creating the brand value for the department as well as institute as a
whole.
In a broader sense DIIC-EEE works as the mediator where its role is to
connect the future engineers with the current one's and provide a platform
for active interaction and knowledge sharing for the benefit of all the parties
involved.

OUTCOMES
Encouraging engineers from industry to visit GITAM-GIT-EEE Department
to deliver lectures.
Participation of experts from industry in curriculum development.
Organizing Workshops, conferences and symposia with joint participation
of the faculty and the industries.
Arranging visits of staff members and students to various industries.
Memoranda of Understanding between the Institute and industries to bring
the two sides emotionally and strategically closer.
Encouraging the industry executives and practicing engineers to visit the
Institute for seeing research work and laboratories, discussions and
delivering lectures on industrial practices, trends and experiences.
B.Tech. and M.Tech. projects/dissertation work in industries under joint
guidance of the faculty and experts from industry.
Practicing engineers are encouraged taking up part-time Ph.D. programme
in GITAM.
Joint research programmes and field studies by faculty and people from
industries.
R&D Laboratories sponsored by industries at the Institute.

